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Your authorised dealer will be glad to assist you:

CX2172
Electronic door handle 
with electronic authorisation 
on one side

CX2122
Double-knob cylinder with
electronic authorisation on one side,
as CX2124 also available with 
electronic authorisation on both sides

CX2132
Wall mounted reader for switching 
potential-free contacts

CX6932
Radio switching module 
to activate the cylinders 

Electronic locking systems for 
small or medium-sized projects

Examples from our product range:

Flexible con� gurations
Whether doctor’s surgeries, law � rms or private homes: 
The Clex private system makes it possible for small and mid-sized 
areas of application to take advantage of the comfort and security 
of an electronic locking system. 

The assembly of the electronic cylinders is in particular very � exible. 
Whether double-knob cylinders with electronic authorisation on one or 
both sides, half cylinders or furniture locks: Clex private offers almost 
unlimited possible combinations. 

Flexible upgrading and expandability are the salient features of 
Clex private. Due to its compatibility to standard DIN mortise locks, 
it can be retro� tted easily and cost-ef� ciently without any additional 
constructional measures at any time.

Learning/Clearing System
As a Learning/Clearing System, Clex private features easy commis-
sioning and operation: Access rights may be learned and cleared 
without the help of a software or accessory device. If you are in the 
programming mode, you can teach-in up to 1,000 transponders into 
a cylinder, door handle and wall mounted reader.

Software for administration – Keyng
In addition to the Learning/Clearing System, Clex private can also be 
easily managed using the Keyng management software. The transponders
are read by the locking units and sent to the software via the USB radio
stick (868 MHz). The read transponders can now be authorised for the 
individual locking units, also with time restriction. 

App for administration – Keyng
In addition, the Clex private system can also be managed comfortably 
using the Keyng app. Smartphone and locking units communicate via 
Bluetooth® Low Energy. The bottom line is the encrypted data transmis-
sion with Secure ID. This security encryption protects the transponder 
from unauthorized copies.

CX2162
Compact electronic knob cylinder with 
electronic access right on one side
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System Overview
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Learning-in of the authorised transponders
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* Tablet PC/Smartphone
not included

Bluetooth® Low Energy Radio Connection
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